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Web Handling has become an important process in the fields of the textile
industry, the magnetic/polymeric film industry and the computer industry.
Hence it has become a major area of interest for both the industries and
researchers. The term 1/effective web handling" means that the web must be
handled at near optimum conditions so that the quality of web would not be
jeopardized. This has to be taken care from the time it is manufactured until it
goes for storage. There are several stages where these processes should be given
close attention and the parameters should be controlled.
In the industries webs fly at very high speeds over guide and control
rollers. When webs run over rollers at very high speeds, there exists an air film
gap between the roller and the web. This happens due to the air entrained by the
high speed pulling of the web over the roller. This air film acts as a cushion
between the roller and web. It reduces rubbing of the two solid surfaces in
motion. Hence it is important that the air film be thick enough to prevent
abrasion and by that prevent damage to the web and also be thin enough to
maintain traction and by that prevent lateral wandering of the web over the
roUer. Hence this air film thickness should be controlled for a particular
application. This can be done by controlling the operating condition for that
particular application. There are certain parameters which playa major role in
this process of controlling the air film thickness.
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Foil bearings have received growing attention in recent years. So far their
application has been mainly confined to the transport of thin foils such as
magnetic tapes, papers or plastics over stationary spindles. They may however,
have some potential use in bearings for the support of rotating spindles.
A flexible foil pulled around a cylindrical guide, roller or magnetic head
is a situation which commonly occurs in drives for magnetic tapes, papers and
other such materials (shown in Figure 1.1). When a flexible web passes over a
spindle, a thin air layer is formed between the two surfaces. This is typically the
foil bearing configuration. This ultra thin layer separates two solid surfaces.
Mastering the conditions under which this layer is formed is fundamental to
avoid (or reduce) problems such as wear degradation or demagnetization
phenomena in similar situations.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the sort of problem which is to be analyzed. The basic
configuration is that of a foil bearing. A web approaches a spindle of radius R at
a velocity V. The wrap angle e is considered to be known. As the web passes
over the spindle, it entrains air and a pressure field is generated in the
contacting zone. The problem consists of finding the air film profile as a function
of the following parameters.
1) Roller diameter
2) Web/Roller speed











Figure 1. 1: Schematic of Continuous Loop for Web Handling Application
3
4) Roughness of web
5) Moisture content of air
6) Thickness of the web
7) Stiffness of web
8) Static electricity
9) Web tension
When the roller/web speed is very high, there is more air entrained,
consequently, the higher ~e air film thickness. With increase in roller diameter,
the air film thickness increases. With increase in mass of the web, the air film
thickness would increase (for the higher speed case) when aU other parameters
are kept constant. Porous webs tend to have a smaller air film thickness
compared to their impermeable counterparts as there would be air leakage
through the porosities.
Another major concern in the process of web handling is the problem
concerned with the propagation of disturbances while the web is in motion. This
has become a major concern as this might even damage the web or make it lose
traction depending on the magnitudes and frequencies of its occurrence. Hence
the study of different modes of disturbance might be fruitful to the industry. As
there are many moving parts involved in web handling processes, the





Figure 1.2: Schematic of Web Passing over a Roller
5
of concern in web handling. These disturbances can be classified into two major
subdivisions. They are,
1) Disturbance due to pertu.rbation in the air film thickness
2) Disturbance due to fluctuation in tension
Here in this research two types of tension variations have been considered,
1) Step increase in tension
2) Sinusoidal fluctuation in tension
For the air film perturbation case, only a step perturbation in the wrap region of
the air film thickness was considered.
Sudden change in tension can cause tightening of the web over the roller,
and it can lead to breakage of the web, or the increase in air film can lead to loss
of traction. Hence the air film thickness variation after the increased tension is
applied must be given dose attention. Numerical simulation is the most
convenient way of doing this as it is cost effective and faster than an experiment.
The results from the numerical computations can also be used to fine tune an
experiment. Results obtained from the numerical modeling can be used to
improve the design. The modes of tension transients we consider are as follows.
For a case with a step change in tension, once the steady state is reached, a step
change in tension is applied. The magnitude of the tension is kept constant after
the time of its application, and the response of air film thickness and pressure is
observed until the second steady state for the changed state is obtained. There
can be a range of magnitudes studied. For the sinusoidal variation case, the
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fluctuation is a function of time and changes for each time step. Here the tension
is a function of both amplitude of oscillation and frequency of oscillation.
Fluctuation is applied once a steady state solution is reached for the initial
tension.
From the above explanation the importance of web-air-roller interaction
can be easily understood. Hence we should find the means for modeling the
above process. Researchers who worked on similar problems suggest that the
problem of a foil bearing is physically very similar to the web handling process.
Researchers have come up with various forms of governing equations in
different coordinate systems. For simplicity we confine ourselves with the
Cartesian coordinate system.
1.2 Foil Bearing Theory
The term "foil bearing" was first coined by Blok and Van Rossum (1953).
That was the first paper published on foil bearings. A foil bearing consists of a
rotating spindle and stationary foil (as shown in Figure 1.3). Alternatively the
spindle can be stationary and the foil can move. The film developed between
these two surfaces is due to the motion of one surface or both of them.
In this problem, Reynolds equation relates the pressure in the fluid film
and the air film thickness to the parameters such as speed of the web/roller and
the kinematic viscosity of air. The foil equilibrium equation relates the elastic
properties of the foil to the tension and pressure applied to the foil. The Reynolds
,equation in the Cartesian coordinate system can be cast as the one given below.
7
(1.1)
We can simplify the above equation by invoking some assumptions such
as incompressibility of air, infinite width of web and steady state in time. Hence
the Reynolds equation reduces to the one given below.
(1.2)
The equilibrium equation for a foil can be derived by setting up the stress,
strain and bending moment resultants. The equilibrium equation is,
(1.3)
where t- thickness of the web.
In the entrance region, pressure increases from atmospheric pressure to
the film pressure, p, and an exponential decrease in the air film thickness occurs
in this region. In the central region, air film thickness is almost a constant, and
the pressure profile exhibits a plateau. In the exit region, the pressure decreases
from the film pressure p to the atmospheric pressure while the air film gap
increases to infinity (refer to Figure 1.4). Many researchers have presented
relationships for air film thickness as a function of the speed of the web,










The researchers have suggested different values for K. Most of the
researchers agree to a value very close to K=O.643. Knox and Sweeney (1971)
suggested an equation for the case where both the web and roller are in motion.
It is,
[





The relationship for the air film gap in the central region is based on the
assumption that the web is infinite in width and there is no air leakage in the
span-wise direction. It also suggests that the pressure remains constant along the
width of the web. This constant pressure might not be true in actual practice, as
the pressure must reduce to the atmospheric pressure at the edge.
1.3 Objectives
From the foregOing discussion it can be concluded that predicting air film
thickness in web handling applications is vital for controlling and manipulating
the air film thickness. It is becoming important for design considerations and to
ensure the quality of the materials manufactured by web handling processes.
Hence the primary objectives of this study are:
1) Numerically study progressive development of arr film thickness
between a web and a roHer
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f) Effect of slip flow
3) Determine the effect of tension transients on air film thickness
4) Determine the effect of disturbance propagation on air film thickness








Any numerical model that is to be solved using numerical techniques
demands a good mathematical model comprising almost all of the physics of the
problem concerned. An extensive literature review reveals that the problem for
which we seek a solution can be modeled using the analogous problem of
interaction between a magnetic tape and a recording head. Here the effective
data transfer requires a very thin air film gap and high speed motion of the web
(tape) over the head. So the parameters affecting the air film gap should be
controlled well. Hence mthis revi.ew we are concerned only with the problems
dealing with magnetic tape/heads and similar foil bearing problems. It has
already been mentioned that the web handling process is governed by the
coupled Reynolds lubrication equation and the foil equation of motion for a
finite length of web.
The first literature published on foil bearings was by Blok and Van
Rossum (1953). These authors conducted an experiment with a cellophane foil
using oil as the lubricant. They developed a theory based on the assumption that
the tape remains straight until such time as it becomes a perfect circle separated
from the spindle over an angle of wrap by a constant film thickness. Using the
assumed film shape, they were able to derive an expression for the film thickness
in the region of uniformity (central constant thickness region).
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Baumeister (1963) presented a set of six different foil differential
equations. The nominal foil clearances were obtained for each of these equations.
However the numerical tecluUques employed and the boundary conditions used
were not stated in his paper. In a paper by Eshel and Elrod (1965), it was shown
that the film thickness shape for both the entrance and exit regions can be
determined more easily in terms of an extended independent coordinate system.
Barlow (1967) developed a foil bearing problem incorporating the effects of
bending stiffness and compressibility of lubricant. The equations were nonlinear
and the boundary conditions were divided equally between the two ends of the
tape. Linearized solutions were derived for large wrap angles neglecting the
bending stiffness of the tape. He suggested that while a membrane assumption is
assumed, au, the lubricant cannot be considered as incompressible. On the other
hand, when the foil has a finite stiffness, the incompressibility assumption can be
made.
Eshel and Wildmann (1968) analyzed the dynamic behavior, in which they
derived general equations for an infinitely wide foil, but they only give a
solution for the problem with an initial disturbance to a foil in the uniformity
zone. Eshel (1969) considered a foil with finite stiffness and solved numerically
several cases of a bearing with an initial disturbance. He used a linearized
treatment of the differential equation which is limited by the fact that the
excursions of disturbances must be small compared to the steady state air film
gap. But applications where shaft excursions are of the order of film thickness or
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more make the linearized approach insufficient for stability studies. His results
showed that, for typical disturbances that were introduced into the bearingf the
disturbances were swept out at half the speed of the web. He has also showed
that the effect of higher film stiffness on this phenomenon was small. Eshel (1970)
investigated the effect of some parameters useful in overcoming excessive air
gaps. Since the air gaps involved were very small, the foil bearing equations
were modified to include the effect of molecular mean free path. It was shown
that near small comers in the solid walls one can reduce the air film thickness
considerably. Barnum and Elrod (1971) published a paper concerning the
problem of a foil bearing subjected to small variations in tape tension. Eshel and
Lowe (1973) developed a modified model of a foil bearing taking into account
some details of the particular geometry of magnetic tape heads to predict
separation and compared it to the experimental results. Stahl et at (1974)
developed a new approach for the analysis of wide foil bearings. Here the
equation of motion for a finite length of tape is coupled to the transient
lubrication equation for the air film between the tape and the recording head.
Compressibility and slip flow were retained in the fluid mechanics equation.
Flexural rigidity and high speed dynamic effects were retained in the foil
equation of motion. The steady state solution to the coupled equations is
obtained as the limiting case of the transient initial value problem. As the
differential equations were written relative to the undeflected tapef it was
possible to investigate the effect of noncircular head geometries. In addition,
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wave propagation effects in the tape and the interaction of waves in the tape
wi.th the air bearing region were studi.ed. Knox and Sweeney (1971) presented
equations for the separation between a web and a roller near the curved surface
of the roller. These equations relate the separation to the curved surface radius,
taking into account the fluid viscosity, speed of the web and the tension applied
to the web. They gave separate equations for rotating and a non-rotating
cylinders. For the non-rotating cylinder,
h (6 V) 2/3
~ = 0.65 ---.!:!-
R T
and for a rotating cylinder,





These equations were shown to be acceptable by an indirect method,
which involved measuring the coefficient of friction of fihn surfaces of known
roughness moving across smooth cylinders under various conditions of speed,
tension and radius. They have also presented a relationship for the boundary
layer thickness. It is given as ,
8(x) =6.37(J.iX / pV)213 (2.3)
where x is the distance from the starting point of the boundary layer. In a non-
dimensional form it can be cast as,
o ( T )"6( T )1/2(X)1/2
h
o
= 9.82 6pV 6pRV2 R
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(2.4)
For a typical condition with V=6.038 m! s, 1J.=2.63 x10-3 Pa-s, R=O.038 m, T=136.63
N/m, x=O.3 m, and p=221 kg/m3, 8/110 was found to be 479. Hence it can be seen
that the boundary layer is much thicker than the air gap when the boundary
layer is allowed to develop for 0.3 m. Gross (1980) reviewed the differential
equation for a tape transport with air as a lubricant and discussed ways in which
the equations may be linearized and the coordinates stretched.
Hardie and McEttles (1988) worked on flexible foil slider bearings used in
direct access storage devices. The steady state analysis revealed the effects of
various values of stiffness on air film and pressure profile. Three-dimensional
analyses of foil bearings were performed by Rongen (1989) in which he
incorporated bending stiffness and the effect of the finite width of the tape. He
used the Gauss-Siedel algorithm to solve the problem. Similar analysis was done
by Heinrich and Connolly (1992) in which they used finite element analysis to
solve the problem for recording head geometries. Connolly et al. (1995) worked
on designing non-contact bi-directional magnetic tape recording heads with
transverse slots. They used slots with sharp corners to skive the air film
produced as the tape engages the magnetic head in high speed tape drives. These
slots produce intimate contact between the tape and the head. Their model
accounted for slip flow. They validated the results with experimental results.
Baugh and Talke (1996) developed both numerical and experimental
techniques for the head/ tape interface. They used an asperity compliance curve
to calculate the contact pressure between the head and tape resulting from
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compression of surface asperities. Experimental measurements were taken using
monochromatic interferometry. They described the need for multi-wavelength
interferometry to improve measurement resolution at extremely close spacings.
Kothari (1996) developed a detailed two-dimensional transient model that can
predict the effect of parameters such as tension, web mass, web permeability,
slip, and web velocity on the air film and pressure distributions. Satheesh et
al.(1997) continued his work to determine the effect of tension transients on air
film thickness. They studied the effect of step, sinusoidal variation in tension on
the air film and pressure distributions. Hashimoto (1997) derived equations fOT
the finite width compressible foil bearing problem. In the derivation of the air
film thickness formula, the two dimensional Reynolds equation and the foil
equilibrium equation were discretized by the finite difference method and solved
iteratively to obtain the pressure and air film thickness distributions for various
parameters. Based on the numerical results he obtained a convenient formula
which estimated the air film thickness between a web and a roller. He also
performed some experimental validation using optical sensors and compared the
results with the calculated results and showed that his predictions agree well
with the experimental results.
Now let us look at permeable webs which behave differently from the
permeable web. Riddiford (1969a) studied the air entrainment phenomenon
between a permeable paper web and a dryer surface of infinite width. Reducing
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the air gap is supposed to increase drying as the air layer is a good insulator.
Yamauchi et aI. (1976) solved this problem for a permeable web. According to
them air leakage velocity through the web is proportional to the pressure
difference across the web, where the constant of proportionality is the
permeability coefficient of the permeable media. Watanabe and Sueoka (1990)
indicate a linearly decreasing central air gap region for a permeable web and a
constant air gap region for an impermeable web. Entrance and exit regions
exhibit more or less the same behavior for both the cases.
From the foregoing literature review, it can be concluded that the foil
bearing problem can be modeled using a infinite. width assumption of the foil
incorporating the stiffness of the web, slip flow, porosity of the web, and
compressibility of air to yield a complete model obtained by numerical solution.
Hence the approach that is going to be followed can be given by,
1) Setting up governing equations.
2) Writing the finite difference equivalent of the governing equations.
3) Guessing good initial conditions for the first step accounting for the boundary
conditions.
4) Finding an algorithm to solve the difference equations.
5) Developing a computer code to simultaneously solve this problem.




3.1 Derivation of Governing Equation
The problem at hand can be described by two coupled partial differential
equations, the Reynolds lubrication equation and the foil equation of motion for
a finite length of foil, along with appropriate boundary conditions. The
derivation of goventing equations follows the approach described previously by
Kothari (1996) employing the boundary conditions specified by Granzow and
Leebeck (1984).
The Reynolds lubrication equation expresses dynamic equilibrium and
mass conservation for an isothermal ideal gas, neglecting the fluid inertia and
assuming laminar flow with no variation in pressure or viscosity through the
thickness of the fluid film. It can be derived by considering the differential
element of fluid shown in Figure 3.1. It should be noted that the forces shown are
for a unit width of foil into the page.
Applying Newton's second law for the fluid element,
Or cp DV
LF=ma => --- =p-
0' de Dt
(3.1)
By virtue of Newton's law of viscosity, shear stress can be expressed as,
(3.2)
Incorporating the above relationship in the force balance equation yields,
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Integrating equation (3.5) yields,
1 (cp) 2V =- -. y +Cy+C
2Ji de 1 2
(3.6)
Constants Cl and C2 can be evaluated from the boundary conditions. Using the
ov
"slip flow" boundary conditions (Slip given by .Ii 0' [Granzow and Lebeck
(1984)] ).
8V
V I =.Ii-I =>C2=.lic,y=o 0' y=o '
v__1 -CPh(h+2.1i)
V I =V - .Ii OV I =>C =__2-=--fJ._de _
y=h 0' y=h I (h + 2.1i)
(3.7)
(3.8)
Let us consider mass conservation for the element shown in Figure 3.2. Mass
conservation for a permeable web is shown in Figure 3.3.
o(ph!1x)





(r + - 6.y)t1x
0' y=o
:>
p6.y ~<--(p + ~ t1x )6.yox x=o
Figure3.J:Differential fluid element for equilibrium analysis.
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Mass flow rate (per unit width) is obtained by integrating over the velocity
profile given by equation (3.6) yielding,
1 cp 3 C1 2=p(--h +-h +C h)
6p a: 2 2
Substituting the expressions for Cl and C2 yields,
(3.11)
(3.12)
Substituting this expression into the mass conservation equation yields,
~
V lOP3 lOP?]p(-h---h ---h-l)











After introducing this expression in equation (3.13) and rearranging yields,
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(3.15)
The mean free path length of an ideal gas is proportional to the inverse of
the density. Therefore for an isothermal ideal gas, the mean free path length is
proportional to the inverse of the pressure. This implies that the Ap product in
the second term of equation (3.15) can be replaced by Aapa (the product at




This yields the following Reynolds lubrication equation.
(3.16)
(3.17)
Now let us look at the methodology to derive the foil equation of motion.
It can be derived by considering the differential element of foil shown in Figure
3.4. Let us consider the force balance in y direction.
Where w- Width of tape
b - Thickness of the tape
S - Shear force acting on the cross section of the tape
T- Tension applied to the tape
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The relationship between shear force and deflection can be given by,
(3.19)
Substituting into equation (3.18) and taking the limit as ~x~ 0,
(3.20)
D2y
Expanding the" total" second derivative
Dt2 '
y=y(x,t)
Dy 0'&- 0' 0' &
-=--+-=-v+-
Dt ex a a a a
(3.21)
Substituting equation (3.21) into equation (3.20) and rearranging yields the
following foil equation of motion.
(3.22)
The Reynolds equation of motion and the foil equation are coupled through the
pressure (p) and through the following relationship between the film thickness
(h) and the tape displacement (y),
h(x,t) = y(x,t)- 8(x)
25
(3.23)
where <s(x) is a function describing the roller surface geometry. It is assumed that
the foil is simply supported at the guides and the pressure is ambient at the
ends of the roller.
3.2Governing Equations
Consider a finite length of a web moving at a constant velocity Vw over a
roller or support between two other support rollers as shown in Figure 3.5
Deflection of the web from the equilibrium position is denoted by y(x,t), and the
air film thickness between the roller and web is denoted by h(x,t). The pressure
developed between the roller and the web is coupled to the film thickness, h, and
the web tension, T, as well as to the other operating variables.
The system can be described using two PDE's,
(1) The web equation of motion
cy c1y 2 ;Jy £1 cry T;Jy
Pb(-+2V--+V -)+------=p-pa 2 a:a a 2 w a: 4 w a 2 a
and
(2) Reynolds transient lubrication equation
(3.24)
(3.25)
The two governing equations are coupled through the pressure (p) and






























Figure3.4: Differential Web Element
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h(x,t) = y(x,t) - 8(x) (3.26)
The Reynolds lubrication equation needs to be modified for the case of a rotating
roller and permeable webs (eg. textile, paper). If VR, Vw, Vt are the roller surface
velocity, web velocity and velocity of air through (in the direction perpendicular
to the web velocity) of the permeable web respectively, then the Reynolds
lubrication equation is modified as follows.
or
(3.27)
Here the air velocity through the permeable web is as given by




where k= permeability coefficient of permeable web (m2)
K=permeability of permeable web {(m3/ sec)/ (m2-Pa)}
b= thickness of the web (m)
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(3.28)
(p-pa)=pressure drop across the penneable web (Njm2)
3.2.1 Tangency Point Location
As the initial conditions were described for the region within the tangency
points, the determination of tangency points(i.e. the locations on the roller
surface where the web is tangent to the roller) is required. Referring to Figure 3.5





where, Xo is the X-axis coordinate for the tangent point,
Yo is the Y-axis coordinate for the tangent point, and
e is the angle included between the web and the reference line.
3.2.2 Boundary Conditions









Where yx represents derivative of y with respect to x. The y's at two ends Ll and
L2 are calculated directly based upon the roller geometry. The pressure is taken











Figure35: Schematic Indicating Tangency Points for Initial Conditions
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3.2.3 Initial Conditions
Referring to Figure 35, the initial conditions for the air film gap and pressure for
the domain within the tangency points are,
h=ho=O.643R(6,uVjT)2/3=constant, and
p= po = pa+T/w= constant
(3.36)
. (3.37)
For the region outside the tangency point, the displacement is taken to be linear
and pressure to be atmospheric.
Work carried out by the researchers in web handling can be subdivided
into two groups. One with a perfectly flexible web and the other with a web
with finite stiffness. Current work involves computations for both kinds of webs.
Computations have been performed with the follOWing kinds of webs:
1) with a perfectly flexible web (with zero stiffness)
2) with a web with finite stiffness
All of the other operating conditions were kept the same for the sake of
comparison. Each of the problems concerned was solved using different
numerical techniques. Let us see the way the equations can be solved. Both of the
techniques use the finite difference approach to approximate the derivatives in
the equations.
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3.3 Finite Difference Solution Technique
The finite difference operators used to approximate the terms in the differential
equations are given below:
cJy
(yn+! 2 n+1 n+l) / !ll2Y.u = &2 = i+\ - Yi +Yi-I
cJy (n+1 2 n n-l) I II 2
Yu = a2 = Y; - Yi + Yi Df
cJ
Y (yn+1 _yn-1 _yn+l +yn-I)/4LhM
YX1 = &ct = i+1 l+l 1-\ I-l
0J (n+) It+)) 12LhPx = & = Pi+1 - PH
0J (n+1 n) I IIPI =-= Pi - Pi ufa
cJP (n+) 2 n+l n+1) I 11_ 2
Pxx = &2 = Pi ... l - Pi + Pi-! LU
az





x & ,+1 ,-I
h = az = (hn + 1 _ hn ) I !1t









where yxx represents the second derivative of y with respect to x and
Yin represents the value of y at node i and time step n.
3.3.1 Zero Stiffness model
In this case, we consider the stiffness of the foil to be negligible and simplify the
PDE by dropping the contribution of the stiffness term. Hence the equation of
motion of the web reduces to the follOWing,
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(3.39)
which can be written in the following form,
(3.40)
and the Reynolds lubrication equation is,
which can be expressed in the following form,
(h 3ppxx + h3p/ + 3h2pp',hr> + 6AaPa(h
2P.u + 2hPxhx) == [12,l1(ph, + hp,) +
k (3.42)
6(VR + Vw)J1(Pxh + hxp) + 12-;;pep - Pa)]
The two governing equations are coupled through the pressure, p, and the
following relationship between the air film thickness, h(x,t), between the roller
and web and the web displacement y(x,t), with respect to the equilibrium
position:
h(x,t) == y(x,t) - 5(x) (3.43)
The above system of equations can be solved by substituting the proper finite
difference operators for the derivatives and solving the resultant finite difference
equations simultaneously using the boundary conditions and initial conditions
discussed in the previous section. Substituting the equivalent finite difference
operators into the governing equations yields the following set of finite
difference equations:
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Web equation of motion
(3.44)
where HI, Dl, Al are constants containing the coefficients from the equation of
motion of web and E1 contains the values of foil displacement, y(x,t), at time step
n and (n-1) and pressure, p at time step n.
Reynolds Lubrication equation
(3.45)
where fu, D2, A2 are constants containing the values of pressure, p, at time step,
n, and values of air film gap, h(x,t), at time step, n, and (n+1) obtained by solving
the equation of motion of the web. The finite difference form of the Reynolds
lubrication equation is nonlinear. This is inconvenient to solve if the above finite
difference operators are used. The equation is linearized as given by Stahl et al.
(1974) using an approximation at the old time step n instead of the new time step
(n+1) in those terms involving products of p and its derivatives. To understand
how this is done, consider the first term in the Reynolds lubrication equation.
The result after carrying out the differentiation is h3PPx..r + h3p; + 3h 2PPxhx. If p;' is
used for P instead ofpt I and a difference approximation involving n instead of
(n+1) is used for Px' then the result is linear in those values of p at time step n+1.
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3.3.2 Finite Stiffness Model
Here we assume the stiffness of the foil to be non-zero and the governing
equations are,
which can be expressed as
2 E1 T
pb(YIt + 2VwYxI + Vw Yxx )+-Yxxxx - - Y.xx = P - Pa
W W
(3.47)
and the Reynolds equation remains the same as for the case with zero stiffness
model. Now let us look at the finite difference equivalents of the above
equations.
Web equation of motion
C n+\ + B-l)n+1 + A_ll+ 1 + De V n +] + F. n+l = E
:>Y,-2 :v 1-1 :V, V r+1 JYr+2 3 (3.48)
where C3, B3, A3, D3, F3 are constants containing the coefficients from the
equation of motion of web and E3 contains the values of foil displacement, y(x,t)
at time step n and (n-1) and pressure, p at time step n.
Reynolds lubrication equation
It is as same as the one given for the zero stiffness model, equation 3.45.
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3.4 Some other parameters that are used in obtaining the solution
A grid mesh ~ is chosen and the time step ,1.t is chosen small enough to
maintain the numerical stability of the solution. To determine a suitable value of
,1.t for a chosen L1X, a "steady state" solution was calculated using a relatively
large value for ,1.t. If the solution obtained after a few iterations changed
considerably, the solution was continued for smaller ,1.t. For stability in this
numerical solution technique, a time step of lxlO-7 seconds was used. For larger
time step it was found that the solution diverges. The Zero stiffness model was
solved using the tri-diagonal matrix algorithm for both the equations. The Finite
stiffness model was solved using the LV decomposition method for the web
equation of motion and the Tridiagonal matrix algorithm for the Reynolds
equation. Here LV decomposition means that the coefficient matrix was
decomposed into Lower and Upper triangular matrices before inverting them to
get the solution of the equations.
Here, for both zero stiffness and finite stiffness models, solutions were
obtained at 125 grid points uniformly distributed between L1 and L2. It was
decided to use 125 grid points after a finer grid could not make a significant
difference in the air film and pressure distributions. ,0.X and ,0.t were chosen such
that the numerical stability was assured. For all of the cases considered, time
steps of 1x1{}7s or smaller were chosen based on the stability criteria.
Convergence criteria for the steady state computations were applied to the
air film thickness. Convergence was judged to occur when the sum of the 125
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non-dimensional changes in air film thickness between iterations was less than
10-4. The same convergence criterion was applied for the two steady states
obtained for the step variation in tension case and for the step variation in air
film thickness case, but the comparisons were made for points 2n apart in angle;




Numerical computations have been performed to predict the transient
behavior of the air film thickness subjected to tension transients and to
perturbation in the air fiIm thickness distribution outside the wrap region. The
stiffness of the web also has been incorporated in some of the computations. In
these two-dimensional computations, the infinitely wide web moves over a roller
in the longitudinal direction with two end supports as shown in Figure 3.5
A computer code was written in FORTRAN to solve the finite difference
equations (equations 3.44 and 3.45 or 3.45 and 3.48) given in Chapter 3. The code
simultaneously solves the two finite difference equations yielding the spacing
and pressure distribution between the moving web and the roller as a function of
both time and distance along the roller. Steady state is assumed when the sum of
the non-dimensional difference in the air film distributions between iterations
decreases to a value of lxl04.
The roller profile is defined with the distance of the roller surface from a
reference line joining the two end supports. All of the distances in the direction
perpendicular to the motion of the web are measured with respect to this line
(refer to Figure 3.5) joining the two end supports. The air fiIm thickness above
the roller surface is obtained by subtracting the roller profile from the
displacement of the web with respect to the reference line. The foil is assumed to
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be infinitely wide. For the tension/ air film transient cases, the foil was assumed
to be perfectly flexible.
Sample simulation parameters for film thickness computation for web roller
interface
Web Parameters:
m(pb) =0.0922 kg/m2, web mass per unit area
T/w =263 N/m, web tension per unit width
EI/w=1.52x10-s N-m, flexural rigidity
Vw =15.24 m/ s, web velocity
Lubrication Parameters:
).t =1.81xlO-s Pa-s, dynamic viscosity of air
Pa =1.01325xlOs Pa, ambient pressure
A-a =0.0, it has been assumed to be a no slip condition
Roller and Web Geometry(see Figure 3.5):
L =0.85 m, distance between two end supports
Ll =0.35 m, location of the left reference point on the roller
L2 =0.50 fi, location of the right reference point on the roller
R =20.4 em, roller radius





~t =lxlO-7 s, time step for numerical solution
~x =1.23xlQ-3 m, grid size for numerical solution
The results section has been subdivided into two subdivisions. They are:
1) Transients of air film thickness due to variation in tension and disturbance :in
the air film thickness
This has been subdivided into following subsections,
a) Constant tension case
b) Step variation in tension case
c) Sinusoidal fluctuation in tension case
d) Step variation in air film thickness case.
2) Comparison between finite stiffness model and zero stiffness model
4.1 Effect of Tension Transients and Perturbation in Air Film
Distribution Near the Entrance Region on Air Film Thickness
Distribution
4.1.1 Impermeable Web
4.1.1.1 Constant tension case
Let us look at the constant tension case where the steady state solution
was obtained via a transient approach. Here the initial values, described in
section 3.2.3 for the air film thickness and the pressure distributions were
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assumed and the solution was allowed to develop as the time progressed,
reaching a final steady state.
Air film thickness distribution development and the pressure distribution
developments are compared with a published result in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The
operating conditions considered for this case were taken to be V=2.54 m/ s,
T/w=273 N/m, m=O.0207 kg/m2. We can observe that the results obtained using
the present study and the results obtained by Bhushan (1990) are in good
agreement. We can observe some difference in the air film distribution and the
pressure distribution because of the number of grid points that were chosen to
plot the published results. If we compare the central region air film thickness for
this case we can see that the present method predicts a value of 1.145x10-6 fi, on
the other hand Bhushan et al. (1990) predicts a value of 1.15x106 m. This is a very
good agreement for engineering purposes. As far as the pressure profile is
concerned the present method predicts a lower value at the exit region where the
pressure falls below atmospheric pressure. Nevertheless we can say that the
code developed for this present study predicts the air film and pressure
distributions well. A higher velocity case with V = 10.16 mis, T/w = 263 N/m
and m = 0.0922 kg/m2 is shown in Figure 4.3. From the transient air film profile
given in Figure 4.3 we can say that the initial oscillations are sinusoidal in nature,
but they achieve steady state very fast in 3 ms. For all of the computations










If we look at the pressure profile given in Figure 4.2 we can conclude the
following. In the entrance region pressure increases from ambient pressure to
film pressure, P, and then a constant pressure prevails in the constant air film
thickness region. Near the exit region the pressure gradient is negative which
leads to a drop in the air film thickness from the central region air film value,
but in the exit region pressure decreases from film pressure to P to ambient
pressure whereas the air film thickness increases to infinity from ho . The above
result can also be inferred from the Reynolds equation. It is obvious that a
negative pressure gradient can exist only if the air gap at the exit is less than ho,
which is incompatible with an increasing air gap. The increase in air gap is
therefore preceded by a region where the air film gap is less that ho in which
pressure decreases to below ambient followed by a region of increasing gap and
increasing pressure.
After establishing confidence in the model developed by the comparison
of results with the published results, it was decided to determine the effect of
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Figure 4.3 : Transient Air-film thickness profiles
(Vw=10.16 mis, T=273N/rn, m=O.0922 kg/rn2)
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4.1.1.2 Effect of Step Change in Tension Case
Computations were performed for the same size of rotating roller. Here a
step variation in tension was applied once the steady state solution was obtained
for the initial tension. Hence we seek a steady state solution for the increased
tension. Our concern in this case was to see the transient response of the air film
thickness after the increased tension is applied. Computations were halted once
the convergence criterion was satisfied for the second time (i.e., first time for the
initial tension and the second time for the increased tension). Developing profiles
were presented as a function of non-dimensional time defined by t* = Vw*t/2nR,
where t is the time in seconds, and R is the roller radius. Two different
magnitudes of step changes were applied.
1) 20% step increase in tension
2) 50% step increase in tension -
Solutions were obtained for T/w = 8'1.6 N/m and T/w = 263 N/m m
order to verify the effect of initial tension in the transient response of the air
films. In the computations, the following operating conditions were kept
constant unless otherwise specified. Velocity of the web and roller were taken to
be 15.24 m/ s and two different web masses were used.
Results for a step variation in tension with V =15.24 m/ s, T/w = 87.6
N/m, and m = 0.0254 kg/m2 are presented in Figure 4.4. The figure clearly
depicts the case for a 20% step increase in tension applied after the initial steady
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state solution is obtained. It can be seen that traveling wave-like air film profiles
exist and eventually reaches a second steady state. For the case with a 50% step
change (Figure 4.5) in tension, it takes a longer time to reach the steady state and
the magnitude of oscillation is also higher compared to a lower step change in
tension. It is reasonable to have longer time for a higher step as this would
disturb the air film thickness distribution more as compared to a lower step. It
also can be seen in the developing air film profiles that a lower air film thickness
exists near the entrance region. We also can observe an increase in air film
thickness at the exit region above the initial steady state solution. In the above
cases the 20% step exhibits an 11% reduction in the central region air film
thickness and the other case shows a 21 % reduction in the air film thickness. The
length of the central region is more for the 50% step case as compared to the
20% step case.
If we consider a case with higher initial tension(T/w = 263 N/m) with
other parameters kept constant, from Figures 4.6 and 4.7 it can be observed that
the range of oscillation is small as compared to a lower tension case. In this case a
20% step causes an 11 % reduction in the air film thickness and the 50% case
.
shows a 26.7% reduction in the central region of the air film thickness. For all of
the cases considered, we can observe an increase in the length of the central
constant thickness region.
If we look at the case with higher web mass with m = 0.0922 kg/ m2 and












comparatively fewer oscillations for the same time intervals and settles down
faster as compared to the lower mass case and there could not be any increase in
the air film thickness observed at the exit region. This trend has been observed
for the case with a 50% step also (refer to Figure 4.9). Again a higher step takes
more time to reach the steady state solution. Hence it suggests that a higher web
mass does not let the web fly off for this set of operating conditions. Oscillations
are significant and a higher step change in tension case shows a higher range of
oscillation. For this case a 20% step change in tension leads to a 12.8% reduction
in air film thickness and the 50% step leads to a 25.6% reduction in the air film
thickness.
For all the cases considered above we can observe an increase in the air
film thickness at the exit region, which might not be expected for an increase in
tension. It is normally expected to have a lower air film thickness when the
tension is increased. This can be explained as follows: when the tension is
increased, suddenly it pulls the web towards the roller, as we deal with an
infinitely wide web there is no air leakage to the side. Hence to satisfy continuity,
a reduction in air film thickness at the entrance region must be supported by an
increase in the air film thickness at the exit region. This can be a possible reason
for the air film thickness to increase above the initial steady state distribution.
The initial oscillation after the step change is applied is sinusoidal in shape, and
the maxima's and minima's occur almost at the same location at a particular
time. The oscillations eventually die out to yield the second steady state.
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Figure 4.4: 20% Step Change in Tension
(Vw=15.24 mis, Tinit /w=87.66 N/m, m=O.0254 kg/m2)
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Figure 4.5: 50% Step Change in Tension
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Figure 4.8: 20% Step Change in Tension
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Figure 4.9: 50% Step Change in tension
(Vw=15.24 mis, Tinitfw=263 N/m, m=0.0922 kg/m2)
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4.1.1.3 Effect of Sinusoidal Fluctuation in Tension Case
Sinusoidal Oscillations in tension were studied for two different cases.
1) Changing the Amplitude (A) of Oscillation.
2) Changing the Frequency (w) of Oscillation.
Once the steady state solution is achieved tension applied is changed as follows,
T=T iItitiaJ + A * Tini tial *Sincot
A natural frequency (eon) of the web's oscillations for the problem at hand can be
given by the following relationship [Chang(1990)],
ill" =(z )[ ~w]112











where as w is an iIlteger multiple of (-On. Developing profiles were gIven as a
function of angle of rotation of the roller given by, alpha (a)=cot, where t is time
in seconds.
Here the frequency employed was chosen as an integer multiple of the
natural frequency given by the above relationship. For simplicity and
comparison, web velocity and roller velocity were taken to be V = 15.24 m/s.
Computations were performed for two different web masses and two different
initial tensions. In Figure 4.10, the air film distribution is given for T/w = 87.h
N/m, m = 0.0254 kg/m2, A = O.5T, (j) = Wn. Here we can observe that the cycle of
oscillation repeats after 360 degrees. In this case the air film thickn.ess
distribution oscillates within an amplitude range of 2xlO-5 m. It can also be seen
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that the air film thickness distribution near the exit region increases above the
steady state distribution at that point. However it eventually comes down
(similar to the results for step variation in tension). However there was a
significant difference in the amplitude of the excursions for the case with (J) =2eon
(Figure 4.11). For this case the range of the amplitude magnitude was fOW1d to be
4x10-S m. If we look at the case with T Iw = 263 N 1m, we can observe that for A
= O.5T, W = ron (Figure 4.12), the magnitude of the range of excursions is small
compared to the previous case with lower tension, but it can also be noticed that
with increase in oscillating frequency in tension, air film oscillation also
mcreases.
Now let us look at the case with increased mass (m = 0.0922 kg/m2) with
T = 263 N/rn, A = O.5T and W = Wn (Figure 4.13) We can see that the oscillations
exhibit similar patterns as in the previous casco Even for this case we can observe
that near the exit region there is a slight overshoot of the air film thickness and
then it settles down with time. It can also be noticed that the air film thickness
distribution does not change much beyond a certain angle of rotation Lmtil it
satisfies the convergence criterion. If we consider the case wi th T Iw = 263 N I m,
we can notice that the length of the central region is large compared to the case
with T/w = 87.6 N/m. In all the cases observed so far there was not any excess
overshoot observed whICh can lead to loss in traction and might damage the
web. For the ranges of computations performed, there were some cases for which




problems were rectified usmg a very small time step (lxlO-LJ s) for the
computations. There were some other problems which cropped up while using
very small time step. When we use a very small time step the change in the
tension is going to be very small and also it was found to be difficult to track the
point of complete revolution of the roller as the change in the angle between
iteration would be very small. In some situations the non-dimensional difference
in the air film thickness between iterations started oscillating beyond a certain
timel this kinds of problems can also be taken care with a very small time steps.
There can be some situations in which the oscillation in tension leads to a zero
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Figure 4.10: Sinusoidal Fluctuation in Tension
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Figure 4,11: Sinusoidal Fluctuation in Tension
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Figure 4.12: Sinusoidal Fluctuation in Tension
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Figure 4.13: Sinusoidal Fluctuation in Tension
(Vw=15.24 mis, Tinit=263 N/m, m=O.0922 kg/m2, A=O.5T, ro=ron)
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4.1.1.4 Effect of Perturbation in Air Film Thickness
For this case the effect of introduced disturbances in the air film thickJ.')ess
was studied. Perturbations were in..troduced at a non-dimensional distance, l;=
0.23- 0.31 for an operating condition with V = 15.24 mis, T/w = 175.3 N/m and
m = 0.0922 kg/rn2 with a 20% increase in the air film thickn.ess as shown in
Figure 4.14, and it was observed how the disturbance propagates. In Figure 4.15 (
for V = 15.24 mis, T/w = 175.3 N/m, m = 0.0922 kg/m2) a perturbation was
introduced between l;=0.23-0.39. The magnitude of the disturbance was 30%. of
the mean of the air film thickness between these points. From the graph we can
see that the disturbance was swept towards the exit and finally died out and
reached its initial steady state. It was found that with rugher perturbations the
solutlon tended to diverge. In Figure 4.16 the air film thickness distribution for V
= 5.08 mis, T/w = 175.3 N/m and a 30%) disturbance was introduced from grid
points l;=0.23-0.39. It is almost sinusoidal in shape and resembles a traveling
sinusoid towards the exit. For the same operating conditions (V = 5.08 mis, T
/w= 175.3 N/m) a 30%. perturbation in the air film thickness case exhibits a
higher amplitude of oscillations as compared to the 20'y;, (Figure 4.17)
perturbation case. We can also conclude that for a higher magnitude of
oscillation, the propagation is faster as compared to the lower magnitude of
perturbatIOn case. Even though the response is very much similar to the one











between these two cases. For the step change in tension case, a new steady state
is established, and we can observe a decrease in the air film thickness. On the
other hand for the perturbation in air film case the original steady state was re-
established. Another difference which can be observed between the step change
in tension case and the perturbation case is the nature of the waves. For the
perturbation case, it is a moving sinusoid, where the locations of maxima and
minima change as time progresses, but for the step change in tension case the
location of maxima or minima do not change Lmtil the steady state is obtained.
Perturbation in the air film case is equivalent to adding an extra amount of air in-
between the web and the roller. Hence it appears that the added air would be




























Figure 4.14: 20% Perturbation in Air Film Distribution Between S=0.23-0.31
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Figure 4.15: 30% Perturbation in Air Film Distribution Between S=0.23-0.39
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Figure 4.16: 30% Perturbation in Air Film Distribution Between S=0.23-0.39


























S, Nondimensional Distance Along Roller
Figure 4.17: 20% Perturbation in Air Film Distribution Between S=0.23-0.39
(Vw=5.08 mis, Tinit /w=175.3 N/m, m=O.0922 kg/m2)
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4.1.2 Permeable Web
4.1.2.1 Constant Tension Case
Here the solution was allowed to develop from an initial condition to a
steady state solution (until it satisfies the convergence criterion). As we can
observe from Figure 4.18, the central constant thickness region does not exist for
this case, and the air film thickness distribution shows a lower value as
compared to the non- porous counterpart with same operating condition. The
reason is obviously the porosity through which air can escape. In other words it
leads to a lower air film distribution. It can also be observed that the air film
thickness decreases almost linearly in the central region. Kothari (1996)
performed computations with permeable webs and showed that the slope of the
central region increases with increasing permeability coefficient value. He has
also showed that for very high permeability cases the central region might show
some non-linear behavior. Another significant observation in this case is that the
developing profile exhibits some oscillations during the initial stages of
development, and entrance and exit regions exhibit almost the same behavior as
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Figure 4.18: Transient Air film Thickness Profiles-Permeable Web
(Vw=10.16 mis, Tin;tJw=87.66 N/m, m=O.0922 kg/m2, K=3e-6 (m 3/s)/(m2..Pa))
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4.1.2.2 Effect of St,ep Change in Tension Case
Results for the step variation in tension for permeable webs are presented
m this section. As we can observe from the initial steady state solution, it
converges to a second steady state in an orderly manner. In Figure 4.19 (for V =
15.24 mis, T/w = 87.66 N/m, m = 0.0254 kg/m2 a with 20% step) we can observe
oscillations. The higher step case with a 50% step (Figure 4.20) reaches steady
state slower as compared to the lower step case. It can also be observed that the
range of oscillation is higher for the 50% step case as compared to that for the
20% step case.
As in the previous cases the oscillations are sinusoidal in nature. As time
progressed the sinusoids died out and the solution settled down to new steady
state solution. Higher initial tension cases with step increase in tension tended to
diverge for the permeable web case. As there would be air leakage through the
web, with higher tension, the pressure can collapse to the atmospheric value,
which can lead to a zero thickness air film. The reason for this does not seemed
to be numerical instability and it seems that with increasing tension air film
thickness can approach a value of zero. Hence the permeable webs have
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Figure 4.19: 20% Step Change in Tension
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Figure 4.20: 50% Step Change in Tension
(Vw=15.24 mis, Tinit/w=87.66 N/rn, m=O.0922 kg/m2, K=3e-6 (m3/s)/m2..Pa)
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4.1.2.3 Effect of Sinusoidal Fluctuation in Tension Case
Sinusoidal oscillations in tension were applied in the manner described for
the impermeable web cases. All of the cases described in impermeable web case
could not be repeated for this case, as the convergence criterion could not be
satisfied even after a very long time. A possible reason is that when tension is
increased suddenly, air leakage through the permeable webs might allow the
web to tighten against the roller (with a zero thickness air film). Hence sample
results were given to show how it might be controlled. Only a limited number of
computations were performed for the permeable webs. In Figure 4.21 with A =
O.2T, we can observe a lower magnitude of oscillation compared to the higher A
= O.5T (Figure 4.22). It also can be observed that the oscillations are higher for the
higher amplitude (A) case. Nevertheless all of the iterations settle down within
one revolution of the roller. Even for this case it has been observed that the
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Figure 4.21: Sinusoidal Oscillation in Tension, (Vw=15.24 m/s, Tinitfw=87.66
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Figure 4.22: Sinusoidal Oscillation in Tension (Vw=15.24 mis, Tinit/w=87.66
N/m, m=O.0254 kg/m2, K=3e-6 (m3/s)/mL Pa, A=O.5T, m=mn)
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4.2 Comparison between Finite Stiffness and Zero Stiffness Models
4.2.1 Impermeable web
Much of the work which has been carried out in this area assumes perfect
flexibility of the foil. This assumption leads to a powerful solution technique and
hence the convergence is very fast as compared to a model in.corporating
stiffness of the web. It has been attempted to see how good the assumption of
perfect flexibility is, and to show the difference in air film distribution for
different values of web stiffness. Even though there was a significant difference
in the air film profiles in some cases, they reach steady state at the same time. As
the stiffness incorporated model leads to very time consuming computations,
many results were not presented for this case. Hence let us see how the air film
distribution look for different values of web stiffness. Figure 4.24 depicts a case
with V=2.54 mis, m=O.0922 kg/m2, T/w =263 N/m and with various El/w
values. It can clearly be seen that with an increase in El/w from 0.0 to 5 e,sN-rn,
there is a significant difference observed in the entrance and exit regions of the
air fihn profile. It can be noticed from the pressure profile that for different
values of web stiffness an inlet undulation exists for the non-zero stiffness case,
and the amplitude of the undulation increases with increasing rigidity. This inlet
wave could not be observed for the zero stiffness case. A similar trend can be
observed at the exit region also, but a zero stiffness case also shows an










region for the non-zero stiffness case, there should be an air film thickness which
is less than the air film thickness in the central constant thickness region. This is
the reason for the inlet wave existing in the region where the pressure gradient
is negative. In the paper published by Hardie et al. (1988) a similar trend was
shown. In their results it was shown that the magnitude of the inlet undulation
increases with increasing stiffness value. They have also showed that the length
of the central region decreases with increasing stiffness letting the undulation to
grow. As far as the present study is concerned, further refinement is necessary to
alleviate the dependency of the results on the time step chosen. In many cases
the difference in the air film thickness between iterations converged close to the
convergence criterion and then increased suddenly to make the solution diverge.
Those situations were made to converge using a very small time step forcing the
difference in the air film thickness between iterations to be a small value.
Nevertheless, it can be concluded that incorporating stiffness has some
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Figure 4.23: Comparison Between Webs with Different Web Stiffness Values
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Figure 4.24: Comparison Between Webs with Different Stiffness Values











Computations performed for a permeable webs show significant
differences in the entrance, central, exit regions of the air film thickness profile.
Results were produced for a permeable webs with porosity values K=O.5xlO-s
(m3/s)/(m2-.Pa) (Figure 4.25) and K=O.3xlD-S (m3/s)/(m2-Pa) (Figure 4.26). We
can observe a significant difference in the slope of the central region profiles. The
higher permeability case shows a higher slope for the central region profile.
Incorporating stiffness has a significant effect on the amplitude of the undulation
at the entrance. The explanation for the occurrence of this non-intuitive
undulation may be given if further computations are performed in this area. The
time taken for the computations with the finite stiffness model was incredibly
high, more than twenty fold compared to the perfectly flexible model. Hence it
may be proposed that the results produced for the perfectly flexible web are an
adequate approximation for design purposes for lower stiffness values of the
web. However for very high stiffness values of the web, a significant difference
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Figure 4.25: Comparison Between Finite Stiffness and Zero Stiffness Models for
Permeable Web (Vw=10.16 mis, T=165..33 N/m, m=O.0922 kg/m2, K=5e-6
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Figure 4.26: Comparison between finite stiffness and Zero Stiffness Models for
Permeable Web( Vw=10.16 mis, T=165.33 N/m, m=O.0922 kg/m2, K=3e-6
(m3/s)/(m2...Pa»)
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4.3 Comparison of Tension Transients - Step Variation
By comparing Figures 4.27 (without incorporating stiffness) and 4.28 (with
stiffness), it can be seen that the difference in air film distribution for the tension
transient is not significant after incorporating the stiffness of the web. Hence it
has been decided that the effort and time taken for the computations is very high
for the difference observed for these cases. It takes approximately 20 minutes for
the zero stiffness model to converge for the step change in tension case, and it
takes approximately 8 hours for the finite stiffness model to converge. Due to
this difference in computational time, it has been decided to suspend the work
on tension transients. Here the solution algorithm which was used was
developed for a complete matrix with non-zero elements, but in this case as we
are seeking solution for a diagonal matrix, it takes a longer time. In some cases
first steady state for the initial tension was obtained and the solution diverged
once the step increase in tension was applied. Time steps could not be reduced as
we wish because, reducing time step would lead to further increase in time to
obtain a converged solution. A more efficient solution algorithm is needed to
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Figure 4. 27:Step change in Tension for Perfectly Flexible Web (Vw=15.24 mis,
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Figure 4.28: Step Change in Tension for a Web with EI/w=1.52e·5 N-m
(Vw=15.24 mis, Tinit=87.66 N/m ,m=0.0254 kg/rn2,with 50% Step change)
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SUMMARY OF THE CASES CONSIDERED FOR THE PRESENT STUDY
Speed of the Tensionlwid Permeability of Stiffness of the Mass of the
web (m/s) th applied the web (m3s- Web (N-m) web per unit
(N/m) 1/m2-Pa) area (kgI m2)
2.54 263 0.0 l.5XIO-s 0.0922
2.54 263 0.0 5X10-s 0.0922
10.16 165.3 3X10-6 1.25X10-S 0.0922
10.16 165.33 5XI0-6 1.25XIO-s 0.0922
2.54 273 0.0 0.0 0.0207
10.16 273 0.0 0.0 0.0922
10.16 87.6 3X10-6 0.0 0.0922
Table 4.1: Cases Considered with Constant Tension
Speed of Tensionl Height of Permeabilit Stiffness of Mass of
the web width the y of the the Web the web
(m/s) applied perturbatio web (m3s- (N-m) per unit
(N/rn) n 1/m2-Pa) area
(kg/m2)
15.24 175.3 20% 0.0 0.0 0.0922
2.54 175.3 30% 0.0 0.0 0.0922
5.08 175.3 30% 0.0 0.0 0.0922
5.08 175.3 20% 0.0 0.0 0.0922
Table 4.2: Cases Considered with Perturbation in Air Film Thickness
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Speed of Tensionl Height of Permeabilit Stiffness of Mass of
the web width the step y of the web the Web (N- the web
(m/s) applied (m3s-1/m2- rn) per unit
(N/m) Pa) area
(kg/m2)
15.24 87.6 20% 3X10-6 0.0 0.0254
15.24 87..6 50% 3X10-6 0.0 0.0254
15.24 87.6 20% 0.0 0.0 0.0254
15.24 87.6 50% 0.0 1.5X10-5 0.0254
15.24 87.6 50% 0.0 0.0 0.0254
15.24 263 20% 0.0 0.0 0.0254
15.24 263 50% 0.0 0.0 0.0254
15.24 263 20% 0.0 . 0.0 0.0922
15.24 263 50% 0.0 0.0 0.0922
Table 4.3: Cases Considered with Step Change in Tension
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Speed of Tension Amplitude Frequency Permeabi Stiffness Mass of
the web /width of of lity of the of the the web
(rn/s) applied Oscillation Oscillation web (rn3s· Web (N- per unit
(N/rn) (rad/s) 1/m2-Pa) rn) area
(kg/m2)
15.24 87.6 50% COn 0.0 0.0 0.0254'
15.24 87.6 50% 2con 0.0 0.0 0.0254
15.24 263 50% COn 0.0 0.0 0.0254
15.24 263 50% COn 0.0 0.0 0.0922
15.24 87.6 20% COn 3XIO-6 0.0 0.0254
15.24 87.6 50% COn 3X10-6 0.0 0.0254








The following conclusions can be drawn from the present analysis:
1) For the step variation in tension case, there were no overshoots or touch
downs observed for the cases considered. Hence it can be said that even with
a 50% increase in the tension, the operation would not be affected for the
range of conditions studied (i.e. there would not be any harm to the roller or
web). We can, however, observe an increase in the air film thickness in the
exit region for the developing profile. We can attribute the reason to be mass
conservation. When there is a sudden increase in the tension, it tends to
reduce the air film. Due to continuity, reduction in one side should be
balanced by an increase in the other side (we assume an infinitely wide web
hence there is no side leakage). But this trend cannot be observed for a
permeable web. As the tension is increased, the air would escape through the
porosities. Hence we could not observe any increase in air film thickness for
permeable webs.
2) For the sinusoidal fluctuation in tension case, we observe similar patterns, but
also we can notice that the air film oscillations increase with the oscillation of
the tension
3) For the case with perturbation in air film thickness introduced outside the
wrap region, it can be seen that the pattern is almost the same as that for the
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step tension case, but for this case it settles down to the previous steady state
solution. It has been noticed that the propagation of the disturbance is a
traveling wave which travels to the exit and then dies out.
4) It can be observed that incorporating stiffness has a noticeable impact on the
air film thickness distribution, especially in the entrance and exit regions.
Hence it can be said that preliminary calculations can be performed for initial
design purposes, and then the results can be fine tuned with the stiffness
incorporated using the steady state solution from the zero stiffness model as
the initial guess for the finite stiffness model, enabling faster convergence.
S) It was noted that incorporating stiffness of the web for the permeable web
does not seem to change the central region air film thickness very much. It
definitely changes the entrance and exit regions.
6) It was important to note that the stepI sinusoidal variation in tension for the
permeable webs was not promising as the solution tended to diverge for
some cases. For some of the ,cases converged solution could be obtained with
a smaller time step. Perturbation in the air film thickness for impermeable
webs shows that the small disturbances that are introduced can be tolerated
and the initial steady state solution would be established within one
revolution of the roller. Perturbations in the air films could not be tolerated
for the permeable webs as even a single solution could not be obtained for
this case. The reason can be attributed to occurrence of zero air film thickness
which might take place when there is a sudden perturbation is introduced.
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Another reason that can be attributed to this problem is the numerical
instability of the solution technique that has been adapted.
The following recommendations have been proposed to extend this work beyond
the current accomplishments.
1) The finite stiffness model takes a very long time to converge, a faster solution
technique is needed to have this method used for all of the computations. It
can also be seen that how good is the idea of starting the iterations from an
initial guess produced by the fast converging zero stiffness model. If this
works out very well, this method can be used as a supplement to the zero
stiffness model.
2) An experimental validation is very much needed for the results produced in
this study.
3) It is also important to see this results change when a finite widthfside leakage
assumption is made. It has already been shown that by assuming infinite
width of the web, flying-off of the web was observed for an impermeable
web. Hence it is important to see the effect of this.
4) A better solution methodology can be devised to solve the finite stiffness
model. A penta- diagonal solver can be used to solve this problem faster and
more effectively.
5) Computations can be extended to incorporate rough rollersfrollers-with-
grooves to determine the effects of grooved rollers on improving traction.
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This might demand a two-dimensional analysis which would be a more
detailed and challenging task.
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DERIVATION OF GOVERNING EQUATIONS
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The velocity profile of the air entrained between the web and the roller surface is










using the Boundary Conditions-
and,
Using the first boundary condition in equation (1) and (2) yields-
The second boundary condition yields,
ItP 2 (lq;,)--h +Ch+C =V-A. --h+C
2/l a: J 2 /l a: 1
1 tP ~ (AtP)--h- +Ch+AC =V - --h+AC
2jt m I I jt a: I
ACP 1 cP ~
C(2.:i+h) =V ---h---h-





v - -(h + 2..l)-:;-
C = 211 ax
I (h + 2..l)
Thus,
Now,
~ 1 cp h
2 JQ = _-h3+C-+Ch
611 de I 2 2
Substituting C2 = /LCI yields,
Substituting for Cl yields,
(
1 cP 3 h(h cp))=p --h +- V--(h+2/L)-
611 de 2 2J1 a
Simplifying the above equation yields,
Let us see how this equation would get modified when no slip assumption is
made,




C = 2j1 a:
I (h+2A.)
Now,
~ 1 cP h
2
)
Q = _-h3+C-+Ch6j1 a: '2 2
Substituting C2 = ACl yields,
Substituting for Ct yields,
~ 1 cP 3 h(h cP))= --h +- V--(h+2A)-6j1 ax 2 2j1 a:
Simplifying the above equation yields,
Let us see how this equation would get modified when no slip assumption is
The velocity equation is given by
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liPV = __y2 +Cy+c,
2J.L a ' - (4)
for the case of rotating roller and moving web the boundary conditions would
be,
and,
V I = V.y=h W
Where VR is the roller surface velocity and Vwis the web velocity. Substituting
the above two conditions in equation (4) yields,
and,




w 2J.L a I R
Solving yields,
( V. - V - _1 iP h
2J




~ 1 t:P h
2
)Q= _-h3+C-+Ch- 6/-1 a 1 2 2
Substituting for Cl and C2 yields,
Q=
Simplifying yields,
For the permeable web we can say,
i3
Qn - Q,Uf = P r: (iU: ) + - (phiU: )a
where,
Vt=Velocity of air through the permeable web, and
p=air density.
This can be simplified as,
Substituting for Q and using the ideal gas relation at constant temperature and
bearing that p oc p yields,
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This can be simplified as the given differential equation,
Considering the slip flow case, the term 6Aapa(h2px)x as in case derived for








DERIVATION OF DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
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Finite Difference operators used for Approximating the derivatives are-
Y = (yn+l _ 2 n+1 + n+l) / /).xlxx 1+1 Y, Yr-I
=(yn+l _ ') n + n-I) / ,6.(2Y tr I -Y, Y,
(y n+l n-I n+l n+1 n-I)/4A~AYxr = i+1 - Yi+J - Yi-I +Yi-I +Yi-l UAD.t
( n+J n+l) / 2tixPx = P,+I - Pi-I
_ ( n+l -2 n+l + n+l)/ tix 2Pxx - Pi+l Pi Pi-l
h =(hn+ 1 - hn+1 ) / 2tixx ,+1 ,-I
h = (hn+\ - hn ) / L\t
It'
Substituting the above operators in the foil equation of motion yields,
1) Foil equation of motion-
After substituting the finite difference operators yields an implicit formulation
of equation of the type-
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D=(Pb _2V1 + 2Tlw + 6EiIW)
I M 2 Lh2 Lh2 Lh4
A =( 2V _~_ 4E1 Iw _ TIW)
I 4LhM Llx"2 Llx4 Llx2
E_{( n _ ) [(2Pb) n_( Pb) n-l (PbVw ) n-I_( PbVw ) n-I]}
I - Pi Pa + At2 Y, M 2 Yi + 2LhA.t Yi+1 2LlxAt Y,-I
2) Reynolds lubrication equation-
After substituting the proper finite difference operators and rearranging
collecting similar terms yields an implicit formulation of the type,
where,
_ 6 ·(V + v: )hn+' (hn+ I)3 n (hn+1)3( n _ n) 3(hn+I)2 n(hn+ 1_ hn+!)J1 R W I ,P, I PI+ I P,-I I P, I + I ,-I----'-'--'-'---'--- - + + -
2Llx &"2 4A.x2 4Lh2
61l. (hn+I).2 61l. hn+l(hn+' _hn+
,
)aPa ., +aPa, ,+1 I-I
Ax2 2Ax2
[
]2 (2hn+1_ hn ) 3 t '(V + V. )(hn+
'
_ hn+I) 2(hn+ 1)3p n 2(hn+ I)2 ]D = J1, , + r R W '+ 1 ,-I + ' I + 61l. J + ]2 IIY( n _ )
2 At Llx Llx2 cPa Llx2 ,.... ... P, Pa
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and,
6 (V V. )h"+l (hln. +1)3 p,n.f.i R+ W i
2~ ~2
h"+] (h"+1 - hn+l ) (h"+1)2
6A P (I .+1 i-I + I )
a a 2~2 ~2
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APPENDIXC
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE COMPUTATION OF AIR
FILMS AND PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
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C MAE- THESIS
C OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
C NUMERICAL MODEL TO PREDICT TIIE AIR-GAP AND THE PRESSURE
C DISTRIBUTION BE'IWEEN MOVING WEBS AND SUPPORT ROLLERS
C (ZERO STIFFNESS MODEL-STEADY STATE CASE)
C BY- KOTHARI, SATYANARAYAN & KANDASAMY SATHEESH
C:'.AAAA ••• AJAAA4A ••********************************************************************
C DEFINING THE VARIABLES USED IN TIIIS PROGRAM.
C X - DISTANCE ALONG THE ROLLER(i.e. LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION).
C Y - DISPLACEMENT OF THE FOIL OR WEB FROM mE EQUll..LIBRIUM
C P05mON W.R.T. X(i.e. ALONG LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION)
C AND TIMET.
C P - PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION BE1WEEN THE FOIL AND THE ROLLER
C W.R.T. X(i.e. ALONG LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION) AND TIME T.
C PA - AMBIENT PRESSURE
C PR - (P-PA)
C H - AIR FILM GAP BETWEEN THE ROLLER AND 1HE FOIL.
C HO - INITIAL AIR FILM TIIICKNESS.
C PO - INITIAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
C M - MASS PER UNIT WIDTH PER UNIT LENGTH OF TIlE FOIL(Kg/m"2).
C T - TENSION PER UNIT WIDTH APPLIED ON THE FOIL(N/m).
C V - VELOCITY WITH. 'WHICH THE FOIL IS MOVING(m/s).
C AK - PERMEABILITY«m"3js)j(m"2-Pa».
C R - ROLLER RADIUS{m).
C VR - ROLLER SURFACE VELOCITY(mjs).
C LE - LENGTH BETWEEN TWO END SUPPORTING ROLLERS(m).
C MU - VISCOSITY OF AIR(Nj(m"2-s».
C LAM - MEAN FREE PATH OF AIR(m).
C DEL - DESCRIBES THE ROLLER PROFILE.
C DELX - MESH SIZE IN THE X DIRECTION.
C DBLT - TIME STEP (s)
C A,AA,B,BB,C,CC,D,DD - ARE THE VARIABLES USED FOR STORING THE
C ELEMENTS OF TIlE TRI-DIAGONAL MATRICES
C FOR THE TWO GOVERNING EQUATIONS.
PROGRAM FOIL







CHARACTER FLNAMEI *15,FLNA.l'v1E2 *15,FLNAME3 *15
C o-IOOSING AIR PROPERTY, TIME STEP
DATA MU,PA,DELT/1.81E-5,I.01325E5,5.0E-07/







ellA, .... #I Ii .... Ai *"************itA" *:Ii "' .. "t11 """ *4*****'" it Ai AI" .. ""'*'*"*'**** 4** Ie 11 It"" ",************
WRITE(*;") 'WHElHER TO CONSIDER SLIP FLOW OR NOT'
WRITE(*,*) 'IF YES I,ElSE 0'
READ(*,*) LAM
WRITE(*,*)'VELOCITY OF WEB IN FTjMIN'
READ(*;") V_IN
WRITE(*,*) 'VELOCITY OF ROLLER IN FT/MIN'
REAI)(*,*)VR_IN
WRITE{*,*) 'TENSION APPLIEI) TO TIm WEB IN LBlIN'
READ(*,*)T_IN
WRITE(*,*) 'IS THE WEB POROUS'
WRITE(*,*) 'IF POROUS USE EITHER 5&5 ELAE 3.0E-5'
WRITE(*,*) 'ElSE USE A VALUE ZERO'
READ(*,*) AI<
WRITE(*,*) 'MASS OF THE WEB PER UNIT WIl)lH'
READ(*,*) M
WRITE(*,*)'AFTER HOW MANY ITERATIONS OUTPUT SHOULD BE








WRI1E(*,*)'GIVE NAMES FOR OUTPUT FILES(2 FILES) AND










C CALCULATING THE HEAD PROFILE.
D02I=1,N
2 DEL(I)=DELM-R+DSQRT(R**2-(X{1)+(I-l)*DELX-D.5*LE)**2)
C INITIALIZING THE VALOES FOR FOIL DISPLACEMENT AND THE PRESSURE
C ALONG THE ROLLER




































C******A: ........ "j" .. All'" .. A" .... Al,blil" ..... Jl .. 'J.""",, ... ". ,,-.. ".:....'''4.4 .......... ,...1:'''4 ••• *"'****""AAi "aliA Ai It.
CSOLVING THE TRANSIENT REYNOLDS EQUATION FOR NEW PRESSURE PROFILE
c***********.",... It .... A" It"',,, .. *'''*******************.A'' il" A: itA: All""."'" A********** ... "... .. ****
WRITE(*,*)T





















































C SOLVING THE FOIL EQUATION USING THE UPDA1ED VALUES FOR PRESSURE
C TO OBTAIN NEW VALVES FOR FOIL DISPLACEMENT AND AIR FILM GAP.




DD(I)=Mj (DELT**2)-(2.*M*(V*'*2)} j (DELX**2)+(2.*Tj (DELX**2»)

















































C PRINTING TIffi SOLUTION i.e. TIffi AIR FILM THICKNESS AND THE
C PRESSURE PROFILE ALONG TIIE ROLLER.

















WRlTE(9,*) 'VELOCITY OF THE WEB IS',V
WRITE(9,*)'VELOCITY OF THE ROLLER 15',VR
WRITE(9,*)'5LIP FLOW PARAMETER IS',LAM
WRITE(9,*)'TENSION APPLIED IS"T
WRITE(9,*)'POROSITY VALUE OF THE WEB IS',AI<








C MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING, 05U.
C***********************************"" Ii "''' :Ii ....... It" .. *********************************
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C".:4 Ili'."" *iii .... 44... 4A:A: ... "*Ji A:A: t ........ ,tJU:A "'.4**AA Ai. Ii "".j"':"""'''''A'''' "t: ".... ,,'" "All *41' A.,,*********
C MAE- TIIESIS
C OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
C NUMERICAL MODEL TO PREDICT THE AIR-GAP AND THE PRESSURE
C DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN MOVING WEBS AND SUPPORT ROLLERS
C ( ZERO STIFFNESS MODEL - FOR STEP CHANGE IN TENSION)
C BY- KANDASAMY SATHEESH
C DEFINlNG THE VARIABLES USED IN THIS PROGRAM.
C X - DISTANCE ALONG THE ROLLER(i.e. LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION).
C Y - DISPLACEMENT OF TIlE FOIL OR WEB FROM THE EQUIUBRM
C POSmON W.R.T. X(i.e. ALONG LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION)
C AND TIME T.
C P - PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN THE FOIL AND THE ROLLER
C W.R.T. X(i.e. ALONG LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION) AND TIME T.
C PA - AMBIENT PRESSURE
C PR - (P-PA)
C H - AIR FILM GAP BETWEEN TIfE ROLLER AND THE FOIL.
C HO - INITIAL AIR FILM THICKNESS.
C PO - INITIAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
C M - MASS PER UNIT WIDTH PER UNIT LENGTH OF THE FOIL(Kgj mI\2).
C T - TENSION PER UNIT WIDTH APPLIED ON THE FOIL(Njm).
C V - VELOCITYWI1H WHICH THE FOIL IS MOVING(mjs).
C AK - PERMEABILITY«mI\3js)j(mI\2-Pa».
C R - ROLLER RADIUS(m).
C VR - ROLLER SURFACE VELOCITY(mjs).
C LE - LENGTH BETWEEN TWO END SUPPORTING ROLLERS(m).
C MU - VISCOSITY OF AIR(Nj(mI\2-s».
C LAM - l\.1EAN FREE PATH OF AIR(m).
C DEL - DESCRIBES THE ROLLER PROFILE.
C DELX - MESH SIZE IN THE X DIRECTION.
C DELT - TIME STEP (s)
C A,AA,B,BB,C,CC,D,DD - ARE THE VARIABLES USED FOR STORING THE
C ELEMENTS OF TIlE TRI-DIAGONAL MATRICES
C FOR THE TWO GOVERNING EQUATIONS.
PROGRAM FOIL





DIMENSION FFl(O:150,O:150), FF2(O:150,O:150), FILMl(O:130,O:130)





C DATA LE,X(1),XM,DELM,R/12.645E-l f 5.1975E-I,7.4475E-l,O.9525E-l,
C #3.048E-l/
KKK=l
C"" A•• "' ... It" A******ii:t Ji"''''''':l It" ,Ui a A,A. ali '" A*****JtAA.I\"" A A... *... It A: •. , ilAAJc A"'A: It" "'Ai'" "******'**
C INPUT PARAMETERS
WRITE(*,*) 'WHETHER TO CONSIDER SLIP FLOW OR NOT'
WRITE(*,*) 'IF YES I,ELSE 0'
READ(*,*) LAM
WRITE(*,*) 'VELOCITY OF WEB IN FTJMIN'
READ(*,*) V_IN
WRITE(*,*) 'VELOCITY OF ROLLER IN IT{MIN'
READ(*,*)VR_IN
WRITE(*,*) 'TENSION APPLIED TO THE WEB IN LB/IN'
READ(*,*)T_IN
WRITE(*,*) 'JS THE WEB POROUS'
WRITE(*,*) 'IF POROUS USE EITHER 5E-5 ELAE 3.0E-5'
WRITE(*,*) 'ELSE USE A VALOE ZERO'
READ(*,*) AK









C THE ENTIRE DOMA1N ALONG THE ROLLER IS DrvIDED INTO 123 NODES.
DELX=(XM-X(I»/ (124)
WRITE(*,*) 'GIVE NAME FOR OlITPUT FILE AND A DATA FILE













C*' A: '*'*1111 *,.,****'" A* *:1 At,,, .1;"':;'**"',*," •"'AI..' !;loA i'.A." "J\'"'' ill ..... it."". A" '*'*****'***********
C INITIALIZING THE VALVES FOR FOIL DISPLACEMENT AND TIIE PRESSURE
C ALONG THE ROLLER




































C SOLVING THE TRANSIENT REYNOLDS EQUATION FOR NEW PRESSURE PROFILE
C"**********************************************************************************






















































C SOLVING TIlE FOIL EQUATION USING TIlE UPDATED VALVES FOR PRESSURE
C TO OBTAIN NEW VALUES FOR FOIL DISPLACEMENT AND AIR FILM GAP.
DO 791=1,N2
J=I+1
BB(I)=-M*V j (2.*DELX*DELT)+M*(V**2) j (DELX**2)-Tj (DELX**2)
DD(I)=Mj(DELT**2)-(2.*M*(V**2»j (DELX**2)+(2.*T j(DELX**2»
































IF«ISTATUS .EQ. 0) .AND. (ERROR .LE.1E-4» THEN
T(1.0+STEP)*T
ENDIF
IF(ERROR .LE. lE-4) THEN
1STATUS=ISTATUS+1
ENDIF
IF{ITER .EQ. 100) THEN
ITER=O
ENDIF













'C**'************** *:4" A'" A:4 A**'*'*************************************"*******'*******
C PRINTING THE SOLUTION i.e. THE AIR FILM 1HICKNESS AND THE
C PRESSURE PROFILE ALONG THE ROLLER.
e*:, **4AA::J: .... 4**" Jl A.A"" Ie.ft w:A* A: J\:****A.:4:4 AA."' ....... Ai:4" A: " *4'" :iA:,.******************"k*1c'******
C OUTPUT WOULD BE WRITTEN AFTER EACH 2000 ITERAnONS
C AND AFrER CONVERGENCE
IF«(ISTATUS .EQ. 1) .AND. (ERROR .LE. lE-4»
'" .OR. «ISTATUS .EQ. 1) .AND.

















C******A"A •• lAo Ii Ii""'" lit" ", ...... :At AlA ... "'AI..." ":Ai; Ail A.*****,A 4*"''' ill *i.AIeIe A:.it ...... 4 It A:wIc,A '" 1I::t1t it AAA.-.***
GOTOIOI
789 CONTINUE
WRITE(9,*) 'VELOCITY OF THE WEB IS',V
WRlTE(9,*)'VELOCITY OF THE ROLLER IS',VR
WRITE(9,*)'SLIP FLOW PARAME.TER IS',LAM
WRITE(9,*)'TENSION APPLIED IS',T
WRITE(9,*)'POROSITY VALUE OF 1HE WEB IS',AK















C MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING, OSu.
C***:4 ..... J\":At" Ie"" tAil Ie A" AJc:Ai A1\ A A itA It It.A Ic******** Ie.'" 1\ iliA ... iii"'''' ,,******************....********
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ell""'" A4ol4** ••**' A.A A.AA "''* .. A,A..A ******** '·ltA tAKA at A J:.* A·A A'" '" iii AlA
C MAE- TIIFSIS
C OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
C NUMERICAL MODEL TO PREDICT THE AIR-GAP AND THE PRESSURE
C DIS1RIBUTION BETWEEN MOVING VVEBS AND SUPPORT ROLLERS
C ZERO STIFFNESS MODEL-SINUSOIDAL FLUCTUATION IN TENSION
C BY- KANDASAMY SAlHEESH
Cltiltllii:""''' A:A *........ **" ... "._ 1\ *,,:4' •• :Ai A****":All it ..... it****A.Ai", 1\ i In' .... :til .• 4Ah"'''''''' otJ:J\:ll:.******
C DEfINING THE VARIABLES USED IN nus PROGRAM.
C X - mSTANCE ALONG THE ROLLER(i.e. LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION).
C Y - DISPLACEMENT OF THE FOIL OR WEB FROM THE EQUILLIBRIUM
C POSmON W.R.T. X(i.e. ALONG LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION)
C AND TIMET.
C P - PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN THE FOIL AND THE ROLLER
C W.R.T. X(i.e. ALONG LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION) AND TIME T.
C PA - AMBIENT PRESSURE
C PR - (P-PA)
C H - AIR FILM GAP BETVVEEN THE ROLLER AND THE FOIL.
C HO - INmAL AIR FILM THICKNESS.
C PO - INITIAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
C M - MASS PER UNIT WIDTH PER UNIT LENGTH OF THE FOIL(Kg/mI\2).
C T - TENSION PER UNIT WIDTH APPLIED ONTIIE FOIL(N/m).
C V - VELOCITY WITH WHICJ-I THE FOIL IS MOVING(m/ s}.
C AK - PERMEABILITY«mI\3/s)/(mI\2-Pa».
C R - ROLLER RADIUS(m).
C VR - ROLLERSURFACEVELOCITY(m/s).
C LE - 'LENGTH BETWEEN TWO END SUPPORTING ROLLERS(ro).
C MU - VISCOSITY OF AIR(N/(mI\2-s».
C LAM - MEAN FREE PAm OF AIR(m).
C DEL - DESCRIBES TIlE ROLLER PROFrLE.
C DELX - MESH SIZE IN THE X DIRECTION.
C DELT - TIME STEP (s)
C A,AA,B,BB,C,CC,D,DD - ARE THE V ARIABLESUSED FOR STORING THE
C ELEMEN1S OF THE TRI-DIAGONAL MATRICES
C FOR THE TWO GOVERNING EQUATIONS.
C************'************" .. 1: A..... ,.... A*********************************'***********'**
PROGRAM FOIL

















C***'*********** 41i .. 14:, A1\ ....... A"" A: it A******************'*"' ... A; '" A: ... "'. It .. a"" It: II: i****,**,***********
WRITE(*,*) 'WHETHER TO CONSIDER SUP FLOW OR NOT'
WRITE(*,*) 'IF YES I,ElSE 0'
READ(*,*) LAM
WRITE(*,*)'VELOCITY OF WEB IN FT/MIN'
READ(*,*) V_IN
WRITE(*,*) 'VELOCITY OF ROLLER IN FI/MIN'
READ(*,*)VR_IN
WRITE(*,*) 'TENSION APPLIED TO THE WEB IN LBjIN'
READ(*,*)T_IN
WRITE(*/) 'IS THE WEB POROUS'
WRITE(*,*) 'IF POROUS USE EITI-IER SE-5 ELAE 3.0E-5'
WRITE(*,*) 'ELSE USE A VALUE ZERO'
READ(*,*) AI<
WRITE(*,*) 'MASS OF THE WEB PER UNIT WIDTH'
READ(*,*) M
WRITE(*,*) 'AMPLITUDE OF FLUCTUATION'
READ(*,*) AMPLITUDE


















C INITIALIZING THE VALVES FOR FOIL DISPLACEMENT AND THE PRESSURE






































CSOLVING TIlE TRANSIENT REYNOLDS EQUATION FOR NEW PRESSURE PROFILE
C*" AAA:A: itA *"'" 4"'" ale It 44 JtA*"" '" A: it:li A: '" "'4*" 11:********:4.* AIt:o\ A:"'A 14" ".Ii "'Ai A4'" "it **4 ,,,,*************
WRITE(*,*)T









































































C SOLVING 1HE FOIL EQUATION USING TIIE UPDATED VALUES FOR PRESSURE
C TO OBTAIN NEW VALOES FOR FOIL DISPLACEMENT AND AIR FILM GAP.
e"A•• "':A:A::'''**'' Aalt *. i:A "' ...... i.A'Ai *."', *. It .. 4":4" iii; A... tA '" A: alA: AA******************************
DO 79 I=1,N2
J=I+l
BB(I)=-M*V/ (2.*DELX*DEL1)+M*(V**2)/ (DELX**2)-T/ (DELX**2)
DD(I)=M/ (DELT**2)-(2.*M*(V**2»1 (DELX**2)+(2.*T1(DELX**2»















































IF(ERROR .GT. IE-I) GOTO 789
ERRORl=O.O






IF(MOD(ITOTAL,500) .EQ. 0) THEN
ENDIF










IF«MOD(ITOTAL,500) .EQ.I0) .AND. (ISTATUS .EQ. O»TIIEN
ENDIF








C**A*AJ;j*AiJcA:4:i:t*"'**""JiAatA,tA;.A"'''.'''''''A:at'':4A>t''::t''''AAAA'A:4:4" ... *4•• **............ , ........ ", ....... ***
C PRINTING THE SOLUTION i.e. THE AIR FILM TIITCKNESS AND 1HE
























C***************** All A. AA 4 ... '" A,A" ........... ,************,****'*******'**-*****'" 4 4 It. Ai' It '" A" iII'A
GOTOlOl
789 CONTINUE
WRlTE(9, *) 'VELOCITY OF TIIE WEB IS',V
WRITE(9,*)'VELOCITY OF TIIE ROLLER IS',VR
WRITE(9,*)'SLIP FLOW PARAMETER IS',LAM
WRlTE(9,*)'TENSION APPUED 15',1'
WRITE(9,*)'POROSITY VALUE OF THE WEB IS',AI<
WRITE(9,*) 'MASS OF THE WEB PER UNIT LENGTH IS',M
WRITE(9,*) 'VELOCITY OF THE WEB IS',V
WRITE(9,*)'VELOCITY OF THE ROLLER IS',VR
WRITE(9,*)'SLIP FLOW PARAMETER IS',LAM
WRITE(9,*)'TENSION APPLIED 15',1'
WRITE(9,*)'POROSITY VALUE OF THE WEB IS',AK
WRITE(9,*) 'MASS OF THE WEB PER UNIT LENGTH IS',M
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C MAE~ TI-IESIS
C _ OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
C NUMERICAL MODEL TO PREDICT THE AIR-GAP AND THE PRESSURE
C DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN MOVING WEBS AND SUPPORT ROLLERS
C FINITE STIFFNESS MOD~S1EADYSTATE CASE
C BY- KANDASAMY ,SATHEESH
C******* ...... iii'" *...*********************************H*************~'***************"*
C DEFINING THE VARIABLE USED IN THIS PROGRAM.
C X - DISTANCE ALONG TIIE ROLLER(i.e. LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION).
C Y - DISPLACEMENT OF TIlE FOIL OR WEB FROM TI-IE EQUILLIBRIUM
C posmON W.R.T. X(i.e. ALONG LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION)
C AND TIMET.
C P - PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN THE FOIL AND THE ROLLER
C W.R.T. X(i.e. ALONG LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION) AND TIME T.
C PA - AMBIENT PRESSURE
C PR - (P-PA)
C H - AIR FILM GAP BETWEEN THE ROLLER AND THE FOIL.
C HO - INITIAL AIR FILM TIllCKNESS.
C PO - INITIAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
C M - MASS PER UNIT WIDTH PER UNIT LENG1B OF THE FOIL(Kgjm f\2).
C T - TENSION PER UNIT WIDTH APPLIED ON THE FOIL(N j m).
C V - VELOCITY WITH WHICH THE FOIL IS MOVING(mj 5).
C AI< - PERMEABILITY«mf\3js)j(mf\2-Pa».
C R - ROLLER RADIUS(m).
C VR - ROLLER SURFACE VELOCITY(mjs).
C LE - LENGTH BETWEEN TWO END SUPPORTING ROLLERS(m).
C MU - VISCOSITY OF AIR(Nj(mI\2-s».
C LAM - MEAN FREE PATH OF AIR(m).
C DEL - DESCRIBES THE ROLLER PROFILE.
C DELX - MESH SIZE IN THE X DIRECTION.
C DELT - TIME STEP (5)
C A,AA,B,BB,C,CC,D,DD - ARE THE VARIABLE USED FOR STORING TIlE
C ELEMENTS OF THE TRI-DIAGONAL MATRICES
C FOR THE TWO GOVERNING EQUATIONS.
PROGRAM FOIL
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C INPlff PARAMETERS
WRITE(*,*) 'WHETHER TO CONSIDER SLIP FLOW OR NOT'
WRITE(*,*) 'IF YES I,ELSE 0'
READ(*,*) LAM
WRITE(*,*)'VELOCITY OF WEB IN FT/MIN'
READ(*,*) V_IN
WRITE(*,*) 'VELOCITY OF ROLLER IN FTJMIN'
READ(*,*)VR_IN
WRI1E(*,*) 'TENSION APPLIED TO TIIE WEB IN LBjIN'
READ(*,*)T_lN
WRITE(*,*) 'IS THE WEB POROUS'
WRITE(*,*) 'IF POROUS USE EITHER 5E-5 ELAE 3.0E-5'
WRITE(*,*) 'ELSE USE A VALUE ZERO'
READ(*,*) AI<
WRITE(*,*) 'MASS OF THE WEB PER UNIT WIDTH'
READ(*,*)M
WRITE(*,*) 'FLEXURAL RIGIDITY OF TIlE WEB'
READ(*,*) EI
WRITE(*,*) 'ITERATION NUMBER AFTER WI-llCH THE VALVES BE
* STORED'
READ(*!) IWRlTE
C INITAUZING THE COUNT
ITOTAL=O
ISTATUS=O




C DETERMINING TIlE GRID SIZE
DELX=(XM-X(1»j124.










C DETERMINING THE ROLLER PROFILE
00 21=1,N
2 DEL(I)=DELM-R+DSQRT(R**2-(X(I)+(1-1)*DELX-0.5*LE)....2)
C INITIALIZING THE VALVES FOR FOIL DISPLACEMENT AND 'IHE PRESSURE
C ALONGTIffi ROLLER
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C SOLVING THE TRANSIENT REYNOLDS EQUATION FOR NEW PRESSURE PROFILE





























































C SOLVING THE FOIL EQUATION USING THE UPDATED VALUES FOR PRESSURE
C TO OBTAIN NEW VALUES FOR FOIL DISPLACEMENT AND AIR FILM GAP.



















































































































C PRINTING THE SOLUTION i.e. THE AIR FILM THICKNESS AND THE
C PRESSURE PROFILE ALONG THE ROLLER.
C. II'" AAll 14A.)\'" i .. A: A It '" Ie AA: A"' .." Ie ali .......... Ii Ji 4041 ...... A"":A" ":At Ali .. It·" AA AA"""':It A: ..... tAo "* ... " .. " "'''''It'' ,,'" ill" AA*
GOTOIOI
789 CONTINUE
WRITE(9,*) 'VELOCITY OF THE WEB IS',V
WRITE(9,*)'VELOCITY OF THE ROLLER IS',VR
WRITE(9,*)'SLIP FLOW PARAMETER IS',LAM
WRITE(9,*)'TENSION APPLIED IS',T
WRITE(9,*)'POROSITY VALUE OF THE WEB IS',AK
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